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Submit the application by June 3rd 2022!

Publish a video showcasing Volunteering in your
community!

Present your volunteering polices and practice at
the 2022 CEV Congress!

Jury of volunteering experts will decide!

Winner announcement on International Volunteer
Day 2022!
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Digitalization, 
Innovation, 
Diversity, 
Europe. 

On 5 December 2020 on the occasion of the International Volunteer Day 2020,
with an online Ceremony organised together with Padova EV Capital 2020, the
EV Capital award was passed from Padova to Berlin EV Capital 2021 and the
winner of EV Capital 2022 Gdansk was announced.

Berlin #EVCapital 2021 Campaign  revolved around four themes: 

A series of events and activities took place throughout the year, and the basis
of all activities was the idea that civic engagement strengthens solidarity and
the stability of democratic values.

The opening ceremony for Berlin EV Capital 2021 took place online 18 February
accompanied by a social media campaign under the motto
#EntdeckeDasWirInDir. Broadcasted from Berlin’s City Hall, and moderated by
Petra Gute, the event counted with the interventions of the Governing Mayor
Michael Müller, the Permanent Secretary for Active Citizenship and
International Relations Sawsan Chebli, the Founder and CEO of the Arne
Friedrich Foundation Arne Friedrich, the Project manager Volunteering Capital
Katharina Foerster, and the Project officer Volunteering Capital Katja Jäger, as
well as the CEV President Lejla Šehić Relić and the European Commission Vice-
President Dubravka Šuica, who delivered a speech on the values of
volunteering and the European actions on volunteering. 

During the event, messages of support
for Berlin were received from other
EVCCC representatives: Mayor of
London Sadiq Khan, Mayor of Madrid
José Luis Martínez-Almeida, Deputy
Mayor of Kosice Lucia Gurbáľová,
Mayor of Strovolos Andreas
Papacharalambous, Mayor of Gdansk
Aleksandra Dulkiewicz and Mayor of
Padua Sergio Giordani.



On February 18, 2021, the campaign year started with a festive opening
ceremony, accompanied by a social media campaign under the motto
#DiscoverDasWirInDir. Committed people showed their faces and put their
actions in relation to the big picture. During the campaign year, their faces and
voices appeared in publications, radio and TV reports, on billboards and last
but not least here on the website specially designed for the campaign year to
show the diversity of voluntary commitment in Berlin and to get more people
excited about it.

The EVCapital Berlin 2021 website collects information on all activities that
took place in the 2021 campaign year: existing formats for networking and
further education were disseminated further and new forms of exchange were
created through discussion events, fields of action, campaigns and awards. In
the course of the year, further fields of action were followed such as: Mental
health, Digital innovation for commitment & neighborhood, Climate protection
& environment, Migration & Participation, Education & Development, Open-
source, Sports

At the end of 2021 Katja Jäger,
project officer of the
Volunteering Capital Berlin 2021
wrote the paper
"Transformation in engagement
and engagement undergoing
transformation" describing the
challenges. developments and
outcomes of the year of Berlin as
#EVCapital 2021.

Read the "Transformation in

engagement and engagement

undergoing transformation" here!

https://n9.cl/evc2021report






Gdansk was announced as the winner on 5 December 2021 on the International
Volunteer Day. In choosing Gdansk as the European Volunteering Capital 2022
the jury highlights that the city demonstrates a very impressive infrastructure
for promoting and ensuring quality volunteering among all age groups and that
the city has. developed some innovative instruments to make volunteering
more popular and better appreciated by the community, such as a portal for
volunteering, a mobile application and the first employee volunteering
programme in the public administration.

A number of initiatives are in place to recognise and reward volunteers’
contributions in a public way, enabling volunteers to act as role models and
provide a change-making example to others. The jury was very inspired by all
the measures taken to ensure the real added value of volunteering in the city,
the variety of target groups involved, and the number of stakeholders
supporting these efforts and noted that Gdańsk guarantees an enabling
environment for volunteering through an entire ecosystem fostering effective
and cross-silo cooperation between the City Hall, the Volunteer Centre, the
municipal institutions, the NGOs and the citizens.

On December 5th 2021, on the International Volunteer Day 2020, in a ceremony
organised by the Berlin EVCapital 2021 held in Berlin and online, the official
handover of the award between Berlin and Gdansk took place.



6: 2023

Four municipalities candidated to be the 2023 #EVCapital. Trondheim (Norway)
was announced as the winner on December 5th, the International Volunteer
Day in an online ceremony. In choosing Trondheim as the European
Volunteering Capital 2022 the jury highlights that the city is making
outstanding efforts in prioritising quality volunteering and to publicly recognise
volunteers and the contribution they make to the community.

The jury was very inspired by Trondheim which stands out for the way it has
developed cross-sector collaboration, four-year strategic plans, grants and
funding support for volunteering in a very comprehensive way. There is a very
clear record of the achievements in stakeholder and citizen engagement
embedded in values and principles. The investment in volunteer centres and
professional support has supported this excellence.



6: 2023Michel Lefranc (CEV Board)
Jan Verdée (CEV Board)
Lena Karnalova (CEV Board)
George Thomson (CEV Board)
Kieran McCarthy (Cork City Councillor & EU Committee of the Regions
member)
Krzysztof Pater (EESC Rapporteur on "Volunteers . Building the Future of
Europe")
Predrag Fred Matic (MEP)
Barbara Eglitis (Program officer SALTO European Solidarity Corps)
Rares Craiut (Member of the Bureau of the Conference of INGOs, Council of
Europe)
Begona Barbera Garcia (Iberdrola Social Projects Manager, Employee
Volunteering European Network (EVEN))
Monica Lallai (Business Development for Religious and Third Sector/Non
Profit Organizations Business Unit, Cattolica Assicurazioni Spa)
Sawsan Chebli (Berlin State Secretary for Civic and International Affairs)

The Jury was composed by:

The jury considered that the efforts of Asti (Italy), Birgu (Malta) and  Oeiras
(Portugal) municipalities to support and develop volunteering in the city also
deserves high recognition.






























